MASTER BIBLIOGRAPHY
FOR 6 MODEL SYLLABI FOCUSING ON
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES:

THE SIX COURSES
(These links are to the model syllabi)
...Philosophic Perspectives
...Participant Observation
...The Interview
...Analyzing Texts and Documents
...Deconstructing Communication Theories
...Communication Practice, Design, and Policy Lab

DEVELOPED IN 1996 BY:
Brenda Dervin, PhD, 3016 Derby Hall, 154 N. Oval Mall, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA dervin.1@osu.edu. Note: This bibliography was developed to support model syllabi in curriculum review procedures and to serve as a base resource for course instructors. The readings come primarily from authors in and journals of the communication fields. The conserve index of journals in the communication fields was an invaluable resource in the process (http://www.cios.org. For a modest fee (around $45 per year) one obtains unlimited access to searching on this site (e.g., the right to search all journals across all years in one pass).
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